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Dear all,

Innovation Info Conferences welcomes you to our "3rd International
Conference on Pediatrics and Neonatology" on August 03-04, 2023 in Paris,
France. The aim of the conference is to bring together scholars, students,
and administrators from different countries, and to discuss theoretical and
practical issues in the fields of Pediatrics, neonatology and Child Health.

Pediatrics 2023 plans to assemble every one of the general populations over
the globe and base a stage for them to share their experience, learning and
their research work, particularly to promote research in the respective
fields.

Meeting deals with the current research developments in the field of
Pediatrics and also about the new treatment methods which are devised by
scientists to treat in easier way. This meeting acts as a best platform for
attendees to learn about the recent trends in Pediatrics research and
development.
 
Scope of Pediatrics 2023: It serves as a platform for Pediatricians,
Neonatologist, Obstetricians, Pediatric Health Professionals, Pediatric
Nurses, Pediatric Nutritionists, Scientists, and Research Professors in the
field of Pediatrics.

Looking forward to meet you at Paris, FRANCE.



Innovation Info Conferences is initiated to satisfy a desire and to pursue
collective goals of the scientific community specifically focusing within the
field of Sciences, Engineering, and technology to endorse exchanging of the
ideas that facilitate the collaboration between the scientists, academicians,
and analyzers of same field or knowledge domain research.

Innovation Info Conferences is skillful in organizing conferences, meetings,
seminars and workshops with the ingenious and incomparable speakers
throughout the globe providing you and your organization with a broad vary
of networking opportunities to widen your analysis and make your own
identity. Our conference and workshops will be well titled as ‘ocean of
knowledge’ wherever you’ll sail your boat and choose the pearls, leading the
means for innovative analysis and techniques empowering the strength by
overwhelming the complications associated inside the various fields.
In a terribly short length, Innovation Info Conferences succeeded in
mounting a singular platform for professionals, budding researchers and
consultants from totally different countries, universities, hospitals, analysis
establishments, industries, and firms, building a chance to simply socialize
and discuss their goals, techniques of analysis, latest science discoveries,
facts and news. Our organization runs promptly with dedicated and skillful
employees’ managing totally different conferences throughout the globe,
while not compromising service and quality.



 The advantages of the Speaker and abstract pages are created in Google on
your profile under your name would get worldwide visibility.
 Our comprehensive online advertising attracts 30000+ users and 50000+ views
to our Library of Abstracts, which takes researchers and speakers to our
Conference.
 Meet with hundreds of like-minded experts who are pioneers in their
respective fields of research and share ideas.
 All participants in the conference would have a different reason to participate
with eminent speakers and renowned keynote speakers in one-to-one
meetings.
 A rare opportunity to listen what the world's experts are learning about from
the world's most influential researchers in their research fields at our Keynote
sessions.
 Our intensive congress schedule, you will acquire experience and expertise in
strategic gift preparation that is worth its weight golf, forming an impressive
array of recognized professionals.
 Best Poster Award nominations.
Award for Outstanding Young Researcher.
 Group Registration Advantages.

25% discount on registration and accommodation charges.
10% discount on the pass to attend the any next series of our conferences
Free one day trip to visit the best places in the venue on the next day of the
conference.
Opportunity to publish full length manuscript in Scopus Indexed Journals
Honorarium for the eminent speakers upon suggesting their
colleagues/students to join our conferences.
Best presenter award of 500 USD to the young researchers to support them in
finishing their research.
Avail membership card only at 3500 USD with which you can join any 4
conferences conducted by Innovation Info Conferences.





Pediatricians
Health Practitioners
Primary Care Physicians
Nurses
Family physicians
Physician assistants
Neonatologists
Obstetricians
Pediatric Health Professionals
Pediatric Nurses
Pediatric Nutritionists
Scientists and Research Professors
Healthcare professionals
Research institutes
Educational institutes
Nutrition based companies
Pharmaceutical companies engaged in manufacturing,
development and commercialization of drugs and surgical
equipment’s.

HYBRID EVENT

Latest science and developments International leading experts at
your fingertip Communication among colleagues Showcase your
latest research new ways of knowledge transfer Loads of useful
information at one place from expertise all over the World.



HYBRID EVENT

PROGRAM SCHEDULEPROGRAM SCHEDULE

DAY 1

08:00-09:00   Registrations
 09:00-09:30   Opening Ceremony & Introduction
 09:30-10:30    Keynote Session I
 10:30-11:00     Refreshment Break
 11:00-12:30     Keynote Session II
 12:30-13:30     Lunch
 13:30-15:00     Break Out Session I
 15:00-15:30     Refreshment Break
 15:30-18:00     Break Out Session II

DAY 2

09:00-10:30     Keynote Session III 
 10:30-11:00     Refreshment Break 
 11:00-12:30     Break Out Session III 
 12:30-13:30     Lunch
 13:30-15:00    Poster Presentations
 15:00-15:30    Refreshment Break 
 15:30-18:00    Break Out Session IV

Networking and Closing Ceremony
 



REGISTRATION TYPE REGISTRATION PRICE

SPEAKER 799 USD

PACKAGE A
(Registration + 3 nights Accommodation)

1149 USD

PACKAGE B
(Registration + 3 nights Accommodation)

1299 USD

ONLINE REGISTRATION 399 USD

POSTER REGISTRATION 499 USD

LISTENER/ DELEGATE 549 USD

STUDENT REGISTRATION 399 USD

Link to Register
https://infoconferences.com/pediatrics/registration

Group Discounts are
available!!!!!!!



HYBRID EVENT

Paris is the capital city of France. Paris is known as the
capital of French beauty, an important region of the
French provinces. Paris is one of the most beautiful tourist
cities in the world. This beautiful city is also the fashion
capital of the world. This exciting city has many wonderful
sights. There are many European countries that enjoy
natural cultural & classical beauty. One of these countries
is France, which is rich in culture, including architecture &
diverse museums.
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